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Evelyn Oldfield Unit

The Evelyn Oldfield Unit was established in 1994, by a consortium of funding bodies 
and agencies which worked with refugee community organisations, including the City 
Parochial Foundation, Thames Telethon, London Borough Grants, refugee community 
representatives and the Refugee Council. The aim was to develop specialist support 
for refugee community organisations to enable them to adequately tackle the pressing 
needs of the communities they serve.
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F O R E W O R D  

Volunteering is an essential part of all healthy and dynamic communities throughout 

the world, whether it is formal volunteering within organisations, or informal within 

communities. Volunteering in the UK has developed over the centuries to be a 

huge area of activity, with over 40% of the population volunteering formally, within 

complex structures and support mechanisms, including policies, theories of good 

practice and a whole infrastructure to support people’s involvement in their commu-

nities. Encouraging and supporting volunteering has been a key part of the Home 

Office’s work within the voluntary sector for many years, focusing increasingly on 

active citizenship and community cohesion. We are therefore delighted to have been 

involved in this conference, and to support the distribution of this report. 

The refugee sector’s main contact with central government is often with the 

Immigration and Nationality Directorate, but it is perhaps important to remember that 

the refugee sector is also one piece of the jigsaw in the wider voluntary sector. As such, 

it is important that we bring together mainstream and specialist organisations from 

across all the sub-sectors to work more closely together and aid integration, not only of 

refugees but of all spheres of the community and voluntary sector organisations. 

This conference has brought together many of these different parts of the voluntary 

sector, as well as statutory organisations and funders, and I hope that many of these 

agencies will seek to work together in the future.

Richard Harries 
Head of Volunteering and Charitable Giving 
Active Community Directorate, Home Office

Under Home Office regulations, both refugees and asylum seekers are entitled to 

volunteer, even when awaiting the result of an appeal. Many refugees have skills which 

they want to use in the interests of their communities, as well as time on their hands 

and an appreciation that volunteering is often a step towards paid employment.

Given the importance of volunteering to the sector and to the Unit’s own work, we 

employed a Volunteering Development Manager to provide training and volunteer 

management development support to refugee community organisations (RCOs). The 

Unit has found that, although almost all organisations depend on volunteers, a signifi-

cant number do not have volunteer and client safety and security policies and practices, 

few fundraise specifically for volunteer costs or training, and many struggle to retain their 

volunteers. Our pilot project in three West London boroughs attracted a lot of interest 

across London and beyond. Mainstream volunteering agencies have also been consulting 

the Unit for a deeper understanding of refugee volunteering and working with RCOs.

There is clearly a need to focus more attention on the valuable resource of refugees wishing 

to volunteer and on supporting the refugee sector to involve volunteers more effectively.

Jack Shieh OBE 
Chair, Evelyn Oldfield Unit
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Volunteering Development Project at the Evelyn Oldfield Unit was funded 

from 2002-05 by the Time Limited Development Fund (TLDF) from the Active 

Community Directorate (ACD) at the Home Office. This followed an initial mapping 

survey of volunteer involvement in refugee-led community organisations providing 

direct services to refugees and asylum seekers in West London. This conference was 

a culmination of the work of the project, which focused on capacity building and 

supporting volunteer involvement in RCOs. It was also part of our joint work with 

the Refugee Council to inform the future strategy of the Government departments 

that are concerned with infrastructure-building in the refugee and black and minority 

ethnic sector. 

The overall aim of this conference was to explore the infrastructure needs of the 

refugee sector to strengthen its volunteer involvement. 

As part of this we hoped to:

• review volunteer-focused support needs of the refugee sector and propose 

solutions and future investment

• share models developed over the last three years of the project

• explore why there is such a resource gap between the RCO sector and mainstream 

volunteering

• explore how second-tier volunteer and refugee sector organisations could get 

involved as brokers to improve links between RCOs and the local mainstream 

voluntary sector and host community. 

I hope, in looking through this report, that you will agree with us that the confer-

ence achieved all of its aims and has also produced new thinking, and many new 

and challenging questions for the wider voluntary and statutory sector in relation to 

refugee volunteering issues. We hope these will help project workers, policymakers, 

funders and the RCO sector itself to take the work forward to new levels.

Lynne Gillett 
Volunteer Development Manager 
Evelyn Oldfield Unit
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The Evelyn Oldfield Unit will soon publish a volunteering handbook for Refugee Community Organisations.
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B A C K G R O U N D  T O  T H E  
C O N F E R E N C E

MAPPING EXERCISE

The first stage of the Volunteering Development Initiative was to complete a mapping 

exercise across the three boroughs of Brent, Ealing and Hammersmith & Fulham. 

This would identify the issues that were common or unique to refugee community 

organisations and the barriers to volunteering in RCOs. It would also establish a 

baseline for volunteering in the three boroughs. The findings included:

• Only one organisation (4% of the groups interviewed) had funding for specific 

volunteering projects or for a volunteer co-ordinator, but 80% of voluntary groups 

nationally have a designated volunteer co-ordinator/manager or equivalent post. 

Very few RCOs had applied, or were applying, for such funding.

•  Almost all RCOs had a written volunteer policy but few had individual volunteer 

agreements or task descriptions. Some were worried that this would formalise the 

volunteering too much, but many said that this was an area with which they would 

like assistance.

•  Few RCOs asked their local Voluntary Service Council or Volunteer Bureau for 

support, feeling that they needed more specialised support and targeted volunteer 

recruitment

• Volunteers worked for very variable hours and for varying lengths of time. Some 

RCOs had problems with managing the reliability of volunteers, who were 

providing essential client services.

• Several RCOs encouraged their volunteers to find jobs and were delighted when 

they did, but some found it could cause problems if a volunteer assumed that they 

should automatically get a paid job in the organisation after volunteering.

• No RCOs stated that formal qualifications were given to volunteers but some 

volunteers gained certificates from attending outside training. Some groups 

provided certificates of attendance to volunteers and all provide references.

• The main benefits of volunteering were cited as: work experience, training, job 

search skills and confidence building. 

WHAT DOES THE PROJECT DO?

The Volunteering Development project is helping to address the following issues 

with RCOs:

• support for volunteer management, recruitment and retention

• help with fundraising and increasing the resources needed to support volunteers

• developing new volunteer management models for RCOs

• supporting integration and promoting the contribution of refugees and asylum 

seekers.
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What about people 
who are not office 
workers or highly 
skilled? Can they 
also find roles as 
volunteers? For the 
most part they miss 
this opportunity. 
Volunteering is just 
one tool for a means 
of integration – but 
not on its own. It 
must be backed 
up with other 
mechanisms such as 
language classes.

Sudan Relief and 
Rehabilitation 
Association

How is the project doing this?

Free training We are currently running training courses in Hammersmith & Fulham, 

Brent and Ealing, specifically designed for refugee-led community organisations on:

• volunteer recruitment and retention

• legal and safety issues around involving volunteers

• fundraising for volunteer costs and projects. 

Free consultancies We provide free one-day consultancy at RCOs on the following issues:

• increasing or targeting volunteer recruitment

• improving volunteer retention

• designing volunteer policies

• exploring new models of best practice in volunteer support and management 

• designing volunteer training programmes

• fundraising for volunteer costs, volunteer co-ordinator posts and/or volunteer projects.

Key achievements

• In 12 months, six key client RCOs recruited 58 new volunteers, including five 

from other communities.

• A total of 85 people attended eight training courses, with 72% being women. 

• Within six months of our course on fundraising for volunteer costs and projects, the 

following successful applications were made by RCOs: one Volunteer Co-ordinator 

Application (£35,000 x 3 years), one volunteer project for domestic violence work 

(£30,000 x 3 years), and five volunteer costs applications, around £5,000 each.

Key practical issues for working with RCOs

The project has highlighted the following issues which need to be addressed in order 

to support RCOs in their volunteer management:

• Establish trust – show your face, know your subject, show respect and follow 

through initiatives.

• Recognise and adapt to the working realities of RCOs, such as existing power 

relationships, resources and wider social and political issues.

• Be accessible – use plain English, think about hours of availability.

• Respect successful working practices and cultural differences.

• Challenge where necessary but also prepare to be challenged!

Long-term strategic outcomes

Feedback from the groups we worked with suggests that the project made consider-

able changes to the structure and functioning of the whole organisation, not just to 

their volunteer base. It started to produce:

• stronger and more accountable organisations 

• greater social integration and cohesion between the refugee and host communities. 

• increased volunteer numbers.
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O P E N I N G  S P E E C H E S

What are the challenges and opportunities for 
volunteering in Refugee Community Organisations?

by Ahmed Omer member of the Evelyn Oldfield Unit’s Board and a co-ordinator at the East 

London Somali Youth and Welfare Centre

OVERVIEW

Positives

• Strong sense of community means that volunteers cope with all the resource 

issues well, and often contribute a lot themselves – such as by bringing home-

made food for events.

• Lack of paid staff means there are many interesting roles for volunteers.

Negatives

• Premises may be temporary, are often small and in unfamiliar buildings.

• Lack of resources means facilities are sometimes poor, with old computers, only 

one telephone line, and a lack of space for extra volunteers.

• Limited number of staff or only part-time staff available to supervise volunteers.

• Sometimes services or support from mainstream organisations is not appropriate. 

MANAGEMENT 

Positives

• Asylum seekers cannot seek paid work, so have time and skills to offer as volunteers.

• Many refugees have a huge commitment to supporting their own community.

• Volunteers who have been through the asylum process themselves can now help 

others.

Negatives

• Frequent changes in asylum law mean constant client crises, with a resulting lack 

of time to recruit, manage or fundraise for volunteers.

• Confusion of roles between management committee and volunteers – people 

are often fulfilling both roles and may even be service users too, without clearly 

defined boundaries.

• Sometimes successful fundraising enables a volunteer to get short-term paid 

work in the organisation (as a sessional worker or interpreter, for example). When 

funding ends they become a volunteer again which is difficult for everyone.

• Recruiting volunteers is difficult as most are refugees or asylum seekers 

themselves, so are often under pressure, and need to support themselves. 
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FUNDING

Positives

• Some funders are prioritising refugee groups.

• Many funders want to support volunteer programmes if they include proper 

costings for training and support of volunteers.

Negatives

• There are so many different funders with so many different and changing priori-

ties that it is very hard to understand what funding is available.

• Very few RCOs understand that volunteer projects and volunteer expenses can be 

applied for. Many are trying so hard to fund even core posts.

• Lack of time to fundraise.

• Lack of confidence in written English can increase difficulty of making funding 

applications.

• Lack of confidence in budgeting means organisations apply only for small 

amounts of money, and these funds are often given only for one year, which 

creates no stability.

• Feeling that funders don’t understand the communities’ needs and that groups 

are competing against each other.

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE

• How can RCOs get more support for volunteer management? 

• Training and advice on volunteer management needs to be accessible to RCOs, for 

instance, locally available, taking second languages into account, understanding 

RCOs’ practical and cultural issues.

• Do volunteers sometimes get ‘stuck’ in their community organisations and lose 

opportunities for more local integration or moving on? How can we change this? 

• How do we involve the next generation of young people as volunteers?

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE FUTURE

• Volunteering has huge benefits for individual refugees: they use old skills and 

learn new ones; they gain experience for employment, confidence, and regain self-

respect and status.

• There are benefits for RCOs: involving volunteers gives access to a huge range 

of skills and experience; they are cheaper than paid workers; there is real user 

involvement in service development.
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Women refugees – from volunteers to employees

by Umut Erel of the Working Lives Research Institute and Refugee Assessment and 

Guidance Unit, London Metropolitan University. She has been the project manager of an 

LDA/ESF funded research project, ‘From Volunteers to Employees – Refugee Women in the 

Voluntary Sector Labour Market’.

WHERE AND HOW TO VOLUNTEER

• Many interviewees found their initial volunteering organisations through recom-

mendations of friends or family, because they were referred to the organisation or 

needed the organisations as clients. 

• Sometimes after volunteering, training or social activism, they began consciously 

to choose organisations that might be helpful to future paid employment. 

• Receiving induction and training, and being allocated clear tasks were important 

factors in how useful the women found volunteering but most were not initially 

aware that they could negotiate the tasks. 

• A key factor in women’s choice of where and how to volunteer was how far an 

organisation could enable interviewees to overcome barriers such as travel or 

childcare expenses. 

MOTIVES FOR VOLUNTEERING

The possibility of volunteering leading to employment was the most important 

motivating factor, but there were also numerous other reasons for volunteering, 

which was seen as a way to:

• counter isolation

• get to know UK society

• help the refugee community

• contribute to their own community, to refugees in general or to wider 

humanitarian work. 

• pursue a more meaningful alternative to unsatisfactory employment.

BENEFITS OF VOLUNTEERING 

Many interviewees did not receive formal training when volunteering. They often had 

to learn by doing. In many cases they were not allocated clear tasks but worked across 

different areas of responsibility, according to the needs of the organisation. In some 

cases, though, they had access to: 

• extensive in-house and external training facilities 

• informal training or mentoring, which enabled them to learn about the UK work 

culture, professional ethics, and rules and regulations in their work area. 

• the chance to practice English, opening up more possibilities for training 

and work

• references to prove that they had gained UK work experience

• confidence in their professional and language skills (though some interviewees 

were undermined by racism and sexism from colleagues). 
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LIMITATIONS AND PROBLEMS

It is difficult to talk about the limitations and problems of volunteering, as many of 

our interview partners felt grateful to the organisation for providing them with an 

opportunity and therefore found it hard to formulate their criticism. However the 

problems they described included:

• lack of funding for childcare

• lack of respect for volunteers, their skills and their work, feeling that their work 

has been exploited

• disappointments about having enough skills to volunteer, but being told that other 

candidates were more skilled and successful when applying for jobs

• some organisations being unclear about the rights of asylum seekers to volunteer

• working below their skills, sometimes alongside paid colleagues who were less 

skilled than themselves

• power dynamics and hierarchies within organisations such as paid vs unpaid 

workers, racism, sexism, unskilled work being taken for granted.

THE ROLE AND CONTRIBUTION OF VOLUNTEERS 

The scarcity of funds, and the need to make the best use of limited resources, make 

volunteer participation a necessity for most organisations in the community and 

voluntary sector. 

Although the contribution of volunteers was seen as important, most organisations 

with paid staff were concerned that volunteers should not be used to replace paid 

jobs. Some organisations therefore identified ‘core tasks’ for which they had a policy 

of recruiting paid staff and saw the role of volunteers as bringing added value to the 

organisation. This could at times frustrate volunteers who felt that they were not 

being given challenging enough tasks. Other organisations involved volunteers and 

paid workers in the same tasks. 

Volunteers were seen as benefiting the organisation by: 

• supporting paid staff 

• providing additional services to clients

• providing services that the organisation would not be able to afford

• enabling the organisation to provide better services to some clients 

• giving feedback from their own experience as refugee women

• diversifying the organisation’s workforce and culture

• giving clients and service users a voice. 

Overall, organisations emphasised that the volunteering experience should benefit 

both the organisation and the volunteers themselves. They felt that an important way 

to ensure this happened was by having a volunteer co-ordinator, or providing supervi-

sion and training. 
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How volunteers are 
integrated depends 
very much on the 
organisation’s ethos. 
When people come 
to volunteer, it helps 
if they see people 
like themselves 
there already 
volunteering or 
working. Staff must 
prove that they are 
as motivated and as 
committed as the 
volunteers.

Positively Women
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W O R K S H O P S

Workshop A: Does the refugee sector value the role 
of volunteers highly enough?

FACILITATORS

Kate Bowgett, Volunteering Development Manager, Off the Streets and Into Work

Mulat Tadesse Haregot, Director, Refugee Advice and Support Centre

INTODUCTION BY KATE BOWGETT

There are many positive things about volunteer involvement in RCOs: a good level of 

involvement of service users who are representative of the community and proactive. 

However I believe that often volunteers aren’t valued enough.

When the Evelyn Oldfield Unit Volunteer Development Project started, its survey of 

25 RCOs across three London boroughs showed how volunteers are managed. This 

highlighted some interesting points:

• Volunteers were extremely important to the organisations – 66% of hours worked 

were worked by volunteers. On average, volunteers added up to the equivalent of 

five extra full time staff per organisation each year.

• The organisations underestimated their reliance on volunteers – all said that they 

thought volunteers were responsible for 40% or less of the work, when in fact it 

was much more.

• RCOs are not the only organisations that underestimate how reliant they are on 

volunteers.

• All the organisations agreed that lack of funding was one of the primary reasons 

for not developing their volunteer programmes; however gaining further funding 

was not seen as a priority.

• Only one of the 25 groups had a volunteer manager. While 64% had funding 

specifically for volunteer programmes, a volunteer manager was not seen to be as 

important as other core staff managers.

• This lack of resources in terms of staff time is demonstrated by the fact that 

only half of the groups surveyed had regular supervision/support sessions with 

their volunteers, compared to the national average of 90% for organisations that 

involve volunteers.

• This lack of support may be linked to volunteers only staying with organisations 

for a short amount of time – which all the organisations identified as a problem.

I would suggest that the role of volunteers in the refugee sector is incredibly impor-

tant. However they are often undervalued, and volunteering is definitely under-

resourced. If the sector is to retain this valuable resource it must learn to appreciate 

its value and develop new, and more efficient ways of using it.
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KEY ISSUES TO ARISE OUT OF WORKSHOP A

Is RCO volunteering under-resourced or are volunteers under-valued in the refugee 
sector?

• No voluntary organisation values volunteers enough, and undervaluing volunteers is 

not exclusive to RCOs. RCOs are very good at involving service users as volunteers.

• RCOs value volunteers but do not necessarily publicise or recognise it, for 

example in their Annual Reports or by awarding certificates.

• RCO volunteering is under-resourced because some groups are unaware that 

there is a lot of funding available.

• There was much discussion on making successful funding bids for volunteering. 

This is where capacity building support is needed. Funders give plenty of informa-

tion, run workshops, can give some individual guidance but cannot do intensive 

development work. RCOs want more dialogue with funders.

• There was a discussion on being unemployed and volunteering – Job Centres 

were possibly giving incorrect inforrmation about being able to volunteer without 

risking loss of benefits.

What is the potential for volunteer roles and project development in RCOs?

• Development of clear role descriptions is essential – if the organisation is clear 

about what it wants volunteers to do, it is easier to manage them.

• It is important that the volunteer’s talents and skills are used, that they get 

something back and maximise their potential in return for giving their time.

• Organisations need to think strategically about training, recruitment and retention 

of volunteers.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

• Paid staff can feel threatened by volunteers if they are highly skilled.

• Most RCOs wouldn’t be able to expand their services without volunteers

• When your whole organisation is under-resourced it is also harder to recruit and 

keep volunteers.

• There is no time to support volunteers when you can’t even cope with the demand 

for services.

• Some organisations have no paid staff – all the work is carried out by volunteers.

When the group was asked: ‘Could you carry out your services without volunteers?’ 

the unanimous answer was: ‘No!’
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Workshop B: Volunteering as a Tool for Integration

FACILITATORS

Lynne Gillett, Volunteering Development Manager, Evelyn Oldfield Unit

Mohamed Barrow, Volunteering Project, Hammersmith & Fulham Refugee Forum

Maknun Gameledin-Ashami, Consultant

INTRODUCTION BY LYNNE GILLETT 

Key issues for individual asylum seekers and refugees volunteering include:

• The huge and complex structure of volunteering in the UK is unique worldwide, 

and hard to understand and navigate if you are new to the country.

• The host community often underestimates the skills in the refugee community.

• Volunteering can give an opportunity to show what someone has to offer to the 

community, and begins to help integration and rebuild the confidence lost in 

becoming a refugee.

• Refugees can however get trapped in RCOs, which need their input, and never 

move out into the wider community. Is this going to be an increasing tension?

• Many refugees are highly qualified. One negative impact of this can be that some 

individuals in RCOs under-utilise volunteers in order to maintain their own hard-

won status. 

What is preventing communication between RCOs and the mainstream 
voluntary sector?

• RCOs often feel that mainstream organisations want to ‘use’ the RCOs for their 

own organisation’s purposes rather than offering no-strings, equal partnerships 

and peer support. This mistrust makes it hard to bridge the gap between the 

sectors.

• Is it only in the refugee sector that we define the ‘mainstream’ voluntary sector 

versus the ‘refugee’ sector as separate entities – does this describe the situation or 

does it emphasise a gulf to be bridged?

Many RCOs don’t talk to equivalent mainstream service providers, so an RCO 

running a refugee elderly project may often have no contact with their local Age 

Concern, or an RCO running youth services may have no contact with other local 

youth groups.

What wider strategies are there for sectoral integration using volunteering as a 
practical tool or vehicle?

The Evelyn Oldfield Unit is looking at developing a pilot model where estab-

lished volunteers in RCOs can be seconded to volunteer for a defined period in a 

mainstream organisation to enable genuine skill-sharing and networking. 
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KEY ISSUES TO ARISE OUT OF WORKSHOP B

There should be sharing of information and the development of networks

• There are still big divisions between the public/private and voluntary sectors.

• We need a national website with links to local initiatives.

• There are differences in definitions: for the Home Office integration begins when 

an individual has got status, but to that refugee, individual integration begins 

when they actually arrive.

• In general there is a lack of representation of refugee groups on mainstream forums.

Developing volunteering for our young people

Volunteering has important impacts on young people and should be seen not as a 

luxury but as a means of making social contacts and gaining life experience as well as 

work experience.

Wider benefits

Volunteering can: 

• raise self-esteem

• challenge stereotypes

• challenge our own practices

• challenge myths.

We therefore need to emphasise and publicise all the advantages of volunteering.

Closing concerns

Is there an element of institutional racism from both sides? RCOs are hesitant to 

involve members of the host community as volunteers, and mainstream organisa-

tions underestimate the skills and experience of refugees as volunteers. Both need 

to be tackled simultaneously. We need to encourage and support people through this 

transition from the refugee sector into the mainstream.

Workshop C: Improving infrastructure support for 
volunteering in RCOS

This was the most popular workshop and two separate sessions were organised.

FACILITATORS

Morning:   Jane Heath, Volunteering England and Evelyn Oldfield Unit Management 

Committee member

   Lynne Wallace, Merseyside Volunteer Bureau Refugee Project 

Afternoon: Chris Badman, National Volunteer Manager, Refugee Council

  Jason Bergen, National Asylum Liaison Team
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WHAT SUPPORT IS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOR RCOS?

Generally support was felt to be patchy. RCOs don’t always know that advice is avail-

able and negative press coverage makes it hard for RCOs to seek support.

The following organisations were identified as providing support:

• Volunteer Bureaux 

• RCOs, which often provide peer support for each other

• Refugee Forums, which act as umbrella support groups and provide one-to-one 

training and advice 

• Voluntary Service Councils, which can provide advice

• West London Renewal Project, which covers six London boroughs and supports 

RCOs effectively

• Second tier organisations, which often support mainstream women’s groups but 

not those for refugee women

• The Council of Ethnic Minority Voluntary Organisations (CEMVO), Refugee 

Council and other second tier organisations, which provide some support.

WHAT ARE THE GAPS IN INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT FOR 
VOLUNTEER INVOLVEMENT AND MANAGEMENT IN RCOS?

• Short-term funding makes sustaining good practice more difficult.

• Training is often not available.

• Often training is not followed up. 

• Refugee Action (Manchester) has a system to support volunteers. New arrivals 

need to be made aware of available services. 

• Competition for funds sometimes makes organisations reluctant to share their 

good practice with others.

• Resources should be available in English and mother tongue. 

• Volunteering opportunities should be publicised. 

• RCOs could share volunteer co-ordinators.

WHY AREN’T RCOS ACCESSING SERVICES PROVIDED BY 
SECOND TIER ORGANISATIONS?

• RCOs don’t always know that advice is available.

• They may use refugee forums instead.

• Developing policies and procedures on volunteering is not always the first priority 

for RCOs dealing with emergencies.

• It is difficult for RCOs to navigate jargon and bureaucracy. 

• Are large organisations the best model for RCOs? 

• RCOs cannot compete with large organisations in meeting Volunteer Bureaux 

standards, which can be too onerous. However, some RCOs break the law and 

exploit volunteers.

• Developing volunteer policies and managing volunteers usually falls on the 

co-ordinator who is already overcommitted.
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We have 48 
volunteers. They 
are also service 
users, and are 
very committed. 
Integration in 
education is lacking. 
Integration involves 
education, positive 
thinking for the new 
generation about 
such issues as Arab/
British identity.

We would like 
resources for 
RCOs and sharing 
of volunteers. 
But is this is the 
‘tip-toe approach’? 
Integration also 
needs to happen at 
a larger structural 
level – everybody is 
responsible not just 
the refugee sector.

Arab Group in 
Hounslow
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• The CVS in Barnet has a small groups officer who goes out and visits community 

organisations, including RCOs. 

• Second tier organisations are working with RCOs that speak many languages. 

Interpreters will not necessarily be able to help.

WHAT SUPPORT WOULD BE USEFUL?

Better understanding of the refugee sector’s issues

• Providers need to be more aware of the structure of RCOs, how they work and 

their cultural needs. 

• Refugees often do shift work and their patterns don’t fit those of organisations 

providing support. More flexibility would help. 

• Need a system of effectively informing grassroots organisations. 

Unorthodox practice works well but funders encourage conventional practices more 

suitable for larger organisations.

Peer support

• RCOs in the regions would benefit from networking with London RCOs. 

• Volunteer projects supported by different funders could link up and share good 

practice. 

• RCOs are best placed to support each other. This could take place through 

Refugee Forums.

• A drive to generate more positive publicity and build good relationships with local 

papers.

• Supervising volunteers makes their experience and contribution more valuable. 

Often organisations don’t take on volunteers as they don’t have the management 

capacity to cope with them. 

HOW CAN THE GAPS BE FILLED AND WHICH AGENCIES SHOULD 
FILL THEM?

• Volunteer Bureaux

• Share information through Refugee Council, Refugee Action, Evelyn Oldfield Unit.

• Providers often charge for training and support and RCOs cannot afford to pay. 

OTHER ISSUES DISCUSSED

• The Community Development Foundation has recently commissioned research to 

help them provide support to RCOs.

• Local authorities often don’t differentiate between BME groups and refugees, 

which can cause problems. Because of dispersal, councils have to deal with 

refugee issues without any real training or support themselves.

• Often local authorities give small grants to new RCOs, but do not provide subse-

quent training to help them get properly established. 

• Consultancy was felt to be of more use to RCOs than specific training, as it took 

into account the different needs of individual groups.
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• Volunteer management is never seen as a priority.

• Asylum seekers are often told they are not legally allowed to volunteer, which puts 

them off trying to find opportunities.

• Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) checks put people off volunteering.

• How is ‘volunteering’ defined? The legal distinctions can be very difficult to 

understand.

• Should a distinction be made between formal volunteering and community 

activism?

KEY POINTS

• The time it takes to develop infrastructure should be recognised. 

• Good practice models as prescribed by funders/large agencies are not necessarily 

applicable to RCOs. More unorthodox, creative methods can work.

• Developing volunteer programmes takes time and resources, often in addition to 

existing projects.

• Accredited training is needed for RCOs.

• Good practice should be shared amongst RCOs, possibly through Refugee 

Forums.

Workshop D: What is unique about volunteer 
management in refugee community organisations?

FACILITATORS

Lynne Gillett, Evelyn Oldfield Unit

Jane Lanyero, African Women’s Care

INTRODUCTION BY JANE LANYERO

Jane began work with African Women Care in 1998. Users include women mainly 

from Northern Uganda, and work focuses on bringing women together to find 

ways to live with the trauma of leaving their families. The organisation received 

great support from the EOU project, including training and support on fundraising 

for volunteer-focused projects. An application was made for funding from The 

Consortium on Opportunities for Volunteering, but was narrowly unsuccessful. But 

later there was success in raising £10,000 of funding for the project.

Does the group have working policies or just policies in files?

• Practice is more important than documents.

• Each organisation has to decide its own organisational structure. 
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Where is the boundary between being service users and being 
management committee members? 

• People can be service users, volunteers and management committee members for 

the same organisation without clear boundaries. It can be useful to look at how 

to define these boundaries as part of the organisation’s strategic plan, so expecta-

tions are clear.

• the mainstream sector has created a concept of volunteering which does not 

necessarily apply to RCOs in transition. 

Could Volunteer England, Volunteer Bureaux and CVSs do more targeted 
outreach for RCOs?

• Lack of resources are a problem; RCOs often want/need a big investment of 

time and ongoing support. These organisations are under pressure to share their 

services across the whole local sector.

• Much of the EOU project’s work has been brokering between local Volunteer 

Bureaux, CVSs and RCOs. 

• Need to set up further projects to reach RCOs.

• Need to recognise that local infrastructure agencies are also under pressure and 

lack resources to reach small groups with varied and time-intensive needs.

How can trust be built between organisations?

• Organise joint events.

• More transparency needed – volunteers from RCOs could work with service users, 

writing policies and procedures that will help us to do the work.

How can organisations maintain accessibility?

• Address basic issues such as sensitivity to second language speakers.

• A lot of small community groups have problems of accessiblity – they could work 

together to address similar needs. 

• In terms of accessing second tier resources, many of the issues are not unique to 

RCOs. Clients need to overcome their fears or lack of trust and ask for help.
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Barriers prevent 
understanding 
on both sides 
and there may be 
guilt or ignorance 
of the law. Often 
groups focusing on 
refugees are not 
the way forward, 
but we funded a 
group focusing 
on employers, 
supporting people 
from particular 
under-represented 
communities, which 
may be a model 
other organisations 
could use.

Tudor Trust
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K E Y N O T E  S P E E C H E S

PATRICK WINTOUR, DIRECTOR OF THE EMPLOYABILITY FORUM 

When the Home Office first set up the National Refugee Integration Forum, the 

Employability Forum was asked to lead on the employment and training of refugees 

and to look at practice nationally. Now we are on the brink of producing one 

document on the Home Office strategy on refugee integration and another from the 

Department of Work and Pensions. So, I’m confident that we will soon have a state-

ment of policy leading to a partnership between the Government, the voluntary sector 

and other relevant agencies about how we can implement this with regard to integra-

tion and employment. 

Some people talk about refugees as if they have come from another planet. I know, 

though, that I don’t have greater expertise than refugees or refugee community 

organisations. Also, there is an assumption that people who have come to this 

country should understand the voluntary sector – but bits of it are still a mystery to 

me. Refugees often come from places where the voluntary sector is in a pretty parlous 

state, so why should they understand a vibrant sector that’s grown up over hundreds 

of years and is unique to Britain? We need to explain concepts such as ‘charity’ 

because they are not obvious. 

We also need to explain the difference between people who volunteer for no pay, and 

those who work for voluntary organisations, who get paid. People who come from 

countries with no tradition of working for no money find it baffling. Here, young 

people often work as interns for nothing while others appear to be doing similar 

work and getting reasonable salaries. How do we know where the dividing line is? In 

Britain we find it difficult to talk about money, but we need open and frank discus-

sion because there are people on very limited incomes who need to combine paid 

employment with working as a volunteer. This is a difficult balance to achieve. 

However, I believe intensely in the value that volunteering can bring. I also believe 

that managing volunteering can be very hard. British people often find a Latin word 

like ‘non-stipendiary’ to describe difficult things like not getting paid! We need a 

clearer explanation of what the deal is. The deal can be excellent if there is recogni-

tion of the importance of gaining particular experience and if an employer or volun-

tary organisation is able to offer that experience. There’s an advantage in seeing the 

voluntary sector as a bridge to help people get to where they want. 

Our responsibility is to try and respond to what people are looking for and to help 

them get into the mainstream UK labour market.

As a young person I volunteered as a teacher in Sudan. One day, a teacher heard on the 

radio that he had been posted to teach in another school, hundreds of miles away. That 

was a very different sort of labour market. One helpful thing volunteering can do is give 

people a rapid immersion in the world of work so that they can learn how it operates.

One of the issues raised in the workshops was whether volunteering can be a tool for 

integration. If this means integration into the world of work, I believe the answer is yes.

Employability 
Forum is an 
independent 
umbrella organi-
sation which 
promotes the 
skills and experi-
ence of refugees 
in the UK.
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SIR BERNARD CRICK,  
HEAD OF LIVING IN THE UNITED KINGDOM GROUP

I am head of an independent public board which advises the Government on 

naturalisation and integration. The Home Secretary’s hope is that all those who are 

permanently settled in the UK will think seriously about becoming British citizens 

– and I support that entirely. This is voluntary and I recognise that not everyone will 

want it – some people will be exiles waiting for peace in their own country and won’t 

want to prejudice their citizenship there by applying for citizenship here. 

The main objective of the new board is to advise people on what would help the 

process of naturalisation. In 2002, the latest Naturalisation Act said that people 

must have sufficient English or Welsh or Scottish Gaelic and sufficient knowledge of 

British life and institutions. An advisory group was set up to decide what ‘sufficient’ 

meant. This is not just a requirement but an entitlement. Everyone, from the earliest 

opportunity, should have the chance to join classes for a mixture of language and the 

information people need to settle in. We’re not there yet, because the Department for 

Education and Skills had a rule that refugees had to be in the country for three years 

before they could qualify for free classes under the adult literacy scheme. We’re trying 

to persuade the Secretary of State for Education to change that rule. 

A large number of people have been in the country for more than five years and 

suddenly decide they want citizenship. I think they can wait another couple of years 

because the social priority needs to be the new arrivals. But because the money is 

not available, this will place even more pressure on refugees. I’m optimistic that the 

Home Office will come up with a considerable sum of money for mentoring – a wise 

and helpful advisor to bring them into groups and support ESOL teachers in colleges 

and give them support and one-to-one teaching.

By next year refugees will be able to gain citizenship qualifications after being taught 

by a friend or a volunteer, and not just an ESOL teacher. They will have to go on to 

convince a recognised person that they have achieved ESOL3 – the ability to hold 

a conversation in English, and the fee for that will be £25. At the end of 2005 a 

handbook will be published called Living in the UK: A journey to citizenship, which 

will be a compendium of useful information on social welfare, education, maternity 

benefits and so on, plus a 60-page history of the UK – written by me! The Home 

Office will bring out a shorter version and translate it into different languages.

The bad news is that, because there are now more illegal immigrants coming in than 

successful asylum seekers, industry is driving hard to give people work permits to do 

jobs in supermarkets and hotels, and they don’t care about their skills. Their needs 

may be as great as those of some refugees. 

People who make good mentors are those who are doing it already. We don’t need 

to create new RCOs but can use the existing expertise. There’s a real chance of quite 

big money coming for voluntary bodies that are willing to move into the field of 

mentoring legal new arrivals. And my advice would be to build on the skills that are 

there already.
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Living in the 
United Kingdom 
is an independent 
group which 
advises the Home 
Secretary on a 
new programme 
of language and 
useful knowledge 
for all immigrants 
seeking British 
citizenship.
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D E B A T E S

Debate A: Volunteering as integration: community 
or host community?

PANEL

Lynn Wallace, Chair, Merseyside Volunteer Bureau Refugee Project

Johannes Hagos, Westminster Volunteer Bureau Refugee Project

Paul Wordley, Host community volunteer, volunteering at the Afghan Association of 

London

Dawit Araya, Refugee volunteer from Westminster Volunteer Bureau, volunteering at 

the African Educational Trust

QUESTION

If volunteering is to be used as an integrational tool, should refugees volunteer with 
mainstream organisations rather than RCOs?

Benefits of volunteering in the mainstream are that refugees are able to: 

• make friends in the host community

• have someone to put down as a referee for job applications

• improve language skills

• show the host community that refugees can support mainstream society. 

Johannes Hagos said that the main way of integrating is through volunteering. 

He has volunteered in his own community and in the mainstream (working in a 

hospital) and believes that mainstream organisations offer more opportunities to 

develop skills. He often receives calls from members of the host community who 

want to volunteer with RCOs, but RCOs do not usually have support systems to cope 

with this. He also said that volunteering depends on the skills that people have. So, 

for example, you cannot volunteer in the mainstream if you have no English language 

skills. 

A volunteer from the Afghan Association of London said that people go through 

different stages. They might feel more comfortable volunteering in an RCO at first, 

then when they have more confidence, move on to mainstream volunteering. 

COMMENTS FROM THE FLOOR

• You have to be sensitive to the needs of individuals. Some people will never want 

or be able to volunteer in the mainstream. 

• Opportunities in the mainstream can be limited to tasks such as answering the 

phone or stuffing envelopes. RCOs can give people more interesting and develop-

mental opportunities. 

• People volunteer in UK communities in a wide variety of different ways. Refugees 
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It can often be 
more difficult in 
the regions where 
the difficulties are 
magnified. New 
dispersal areas 
often have less 
experience of black 
and minority ethnic 
communities, and 
none of refugees, 
so it can be 
particularly difficult 
to encourage 
cross-community 
initiatives.

National Asylum 
Liaison Team
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and host communities often form their own networks and societies. Volunteering 

with RCOs or host organisations doesn’t have to be mutually exclusive. 

• RCOs are often developed around leaders or a charismatic individual, which is not 

always good for community development. This may be particularly common in 

RCOs, however, others felt it occurred throughout the voluntary sector.

• Sometimes volunteering works very well, but can occasionally be a damaging 

experience, if the support and equality are not there. 

• It is also important to encourage people from the mainstream to volunteer in 

RCOs which creates an interesting shift in power balance. In RCOs refugees 

are in charge. Paul Wordley even felt that he may have benefited more than the 

Afghan Association of London has gained from his involvement. 

• What does ‘integration’ mean? Does everyone have to integrate? It is important 

for communities to keep their own characteristics and identities. 

WHY THE VOLUNTEERING PROJECT AT THE EVELYN OLDFIELD 
UNIT RAISED THIS ISSUE

The Working Lives Institute at Metropolitan University found that volunteering is 

usually a good route to employment for refugee women only if they volunteer in 

mainstream organisations or if the RCO they volunteer in gives them strong links to 

meeting people from the host community. This has worrying implications for RCOs, 

who depend on their volunteers, but they need to recognise that volunteers can get 

trapped in their organisations.

Equally controversial is the finding of the Unit’s Volunteering Project that only two 

out of 25 RCOs involved any volunteers from outside their own community. This 

may limit the resources and skills RCOs could access. Most RCOs cited language as 

an impassable barrier. However, many mainstream organisations with only English 

speakers do manage to involve volunteers with no, or very limited, English. Are we 

missing integrational opportunities for both refugees and the host community? 

RCOs that did involve volunteers from other communities found it enriching, and 

benefited from skills and knowledge they found it hard to access elsewhere.
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Debate B: Are we bypassing the heart of RCOs?

PANEL

Bharat Mehta, Clerk to the Trustees of City Parochial Foundation

Amna Mahmoud, Co-ordinator of Brent Refugee Forum

Kamraan Siddiqi, RENEWAL (West London SRB)

Mohammed Kilas, Refugee Aid And Development (RAAD)

The two presentations focused on the panel’s individual experiences of volunteering 

and funding issues for RCOs.

BHARAT MEHTA

The City Parochial Foundation, founded in 1891, has been instrumental in setting up 

a number of high profile groups including Sadlers Wells Theatre, Morley College, the 

Evelyn Oldfield Unit, Employability, the London Voluntary Sector Resource Centre 

and the Resource Centre for Supplementary and Mother-Tongue Schools.

Bharat described his African/Asian background and his initial experience of volun-

teering by helping out in his own community. On arriving in the UK he was 

unemployed and volunteered in order to raise his self-esteem. The UK culture 

of volunteering is very formal and structured. As refugees integrate they need to 

challenge the values of the dominant culture. 

He described the concept of volunteering for poor people as: ‘I have nothing to give 

but my labour and you can have that for nothing!’

AMNA MAHMOUD

Amna focused on funders and the decision-making process.

There seems to be a huge gap between the expectations of the mainstream sector and 

those of refugee groups. RCOs say that funding application forms are complex but 

funders respond by saying that their applications are poorly completed by groups. 

The challenges are to bridge the gaps and to talk to one another.

Amna described her own experiences. Although she had been the head of a large 

department in her own country she felt nervous about her first experience of 

work/volunteering in the UK. Refugees see volunteering in a different light from 

members of the host community. To refugees it is more of a social obligation – and 

they expect equality.

Amna concluded that the main challenge is the lack of understanding by funders on 

the role of volunteering in RCOs.

Her recomendations were:

• more awareness for funders

• funders’ partnerships for ‘value for money’ exit strategies

• recognition that the refugee sector is different from other sectors.
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KEY ISSUES FROM OPEN DEBATE

• A common issue was a lack of resources and lack of support for RCOs. 

• Volunteers cannot switch off like their host community counterparts – they are 

approached for help by clients even when they are not officially volunteering.

• Two types of volunteers were identified:

–  The traditional UK volunteer who may be retired and reasonably well off.

–   A typical refugee volunteer who has not taken a conscious decision; not 

planned; people approach them and they help. Funders may not recognise 

this second method of volunteering.

• The Home Office’s drive for social cohesion focuses on issues such as ‘neighbour-

liness’, which may be misguided as it harks back to a mythical golden era.

• There is also confusion about formal/informal volunteering. People may want to 

volunteer informally, for instance by helping a neighbour, but don’t want this to 

become formalised. Does everything need to be quantified, and do I really need to 

have my expenses paid just because I am a volunteer?

• We are all in danger of losing our sense of social responsibility.

The Unit has 
systems and 
mechanisms to 
monitor the impact 
of its service on 
refugee community 
organisations but 
what we do not 
know is how our 
support has helped 
to enhance the 
quality of life of 
their communities.

Greenwich Job 
Centre is trying to 
match refugees’ 
qualifications 
from their home 
countries to those 
in the UK. Also 
they are doing 
outreach work by 
visiting faith groups 
and determining 
what kind of 
jobs refugees 
want. Could the 
same be done for 
volunteering?
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A F T E R  T H E  C O N F E R E N C E

After the conference – what next?

KEY ORGANISATIONS

Evelyn Oldfield Unit

After initial discussions about the future, we focused on the following aims:

• to expand the service across London, and potentially to develop into the regions

• to further develop the models that have been successful in West London, with the 

potential to share them across the rest of London also, with newly emerging RCOs 

across the UK and potentially with other sectors

• to recruit and provide training and mentoring for at least three trainers drawn 

from refugee or migrant communities. 

The Evelyn Oldfield Unit is committed to increasing volunteering capacity building 

in the refugee community sector so that the volunteering element becomes part of 

the wider capacity building programme that the organisation has been delivering 

for 11 years. We very much hope that others across the UK will also pick up parts 

of the work to support Refugee Community Organisations’ involvement of volun-

teers across the country.

Big Lottery update

Whilst writing this conference report, the Evelyn Oldfield Unit received the good 

news that the Big Lottery Fund will support our Volunteer Development Project for a 

further three years (2005-2008). The new project will develop existing services, on a 

London-wide basis.

The outputs that we agreed are as follows:

• A minimum of 80 RCOs will improve volunteer recruitment and management.

• Increased quality and success of funding applications from RCOs around volun-

teering programmes.

• RCOs and mainstream VCS agencies will have closer links.

• Over 7,000 refugees and asylum seekers will enjoy enhanced volunteering  

experiences.

The outcomes that we agreed are as follows:

• Community integration through the Volunteer Sharing Scheme.

• A stronger and more accountable RCO sector.

• Increase RCOs’ access to wider second tier support for volunteer management.

• Raise awareness within mainstream organisations about volunteering in RCOs.
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T H E  O R G A N I S A T I O N S

Here are some of their plans for the future:

Volunteering England 

Considering fundraising for a post within their department to work specifically with 

RCOs, brokering between them and the main services of Volunteering England and 

Volunteer Centres, supporting Volunteer Centres to support local RCOs, developing 

information materials, and forming links. 

Hammersmith & Fulham Refugee Forum 

Have taken on part of the Evelyn Oldfield Unit’s work in West London, with funding 

for a one-year post supporting volunteering in RCOs. This focuses on recruitment 

of more refugees as volunteers and offering training to newer RCOs on volunteer 

management. They hope to continue this work, and are also looking at developing 

peer organisational mentoring between RCOs, and ways of bringing funders and 

RCOs together.

Working Lives Institute/RAGU (London Metropolitan University) 

RAGU, based within the university, provides employment support and advice to 

refugees and asylum seekers. They are currently developing a course for refugee 

workers in RCOs on management issues but, following the conference, feel that this 

should place a greater emphasis on volunteer management.

The Working Lives Institute’s final research documents will be put on a website, which 

will also contain advice and sources of support on refugee volunteer management.

East London Somali Youth & Welfare Centre 

Working to enable the mainstream/host community to work more closely with their 

organisation to accelerate integration opportunities for the Somali community. They 

have already begun to invite some host community volunteers with special skills 

(such as lawyers) into the organisation and will look at possibilities of reciprocating.

Afghan Association of London

The Afghan Association has 19 volunteers, so wants to look into opportunities to 

fundraise for a volunteer co-ordinator post there, with the approval of the staff and 

committee. Paul Wordley, representing the organisation, felt that the conference 

focused his awareness on volunteer management as a possible future career.

Off the Streets and into Work 

The conference challenged the assumption that only RCOs are struggling to reach best 

practice in volunteer management but highlighted the fact that best practice develop-

ment work is currently done almost exclusively by workers, consultants and trainers 

from the host community. This indicates that stronger efforts need to be made to use 

knowledge and skills from within the RCOs to deliver this work in the future.
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Refugee Council

The conference specifically fed into three new Refugee Council initiatives:

• Reviewing the volunteer management section of QASRO (the Refugee Sector’s 

Quality Standards mark) especially with regard to volunteers in small organisations.

• The Refugee Council will explore how they could refer more prospective volun-

teers on to RCOs from the host community.

• They have just received funding from Lloyds TSB Foundation to develop volunteer 

roles that offer the best work experience possible within the Refugee Council. The 

more substantial or specialist roles often go to host community volunteers, and 

they would like to change this.

CONFERENCE ATTENDEES

The conference gave attendees lots of ideas and possibilities for action to take back to 

their organisations. These included:

• consulting with RCOs about what infrastructure support they need 

• introducing refugee volunteers to mainstream volunteering by linking RCOs with 

mainstream volunteer groups

• disseminating information

• considering the importance of volunteering to integration

• establishing a mentoring scheme

• using the Volunteering England website for information

• asking the local VSC or Volunteer Bureau for support

• applying for specific funding for the volunteer programme

• improving access 

• linking with other RCOs to share good practice and develop networks

• establishing projects that can be run by volunteers who are refugees

• encouraging clients to volunteer in other organisations

• educating mainstream organisations about working with refugees

• giving refugees information about the Home Office initiative

• rethinking how volunteers are used and supported

• investigating funding for a volunteer co-ordinator

• sharing information with colleagues and members

• keeping in touch with other organisations and contacts

• looking at volunteering policies and procedures

• making existing volunteers aware of the importance of volunteering

• advertising and recruiting through other organisations

• capacity building in the community generally

• preparing asylum seekers to volunteer and informing them what they will get out of it

• raising the profile of volunteering in the region

• valuing the role of volunteers within RCOs

• sharing information and co-ordinating initiatives with other organisations learnt 

about at the conference

• exploring different models for capacity building in RCOs

• communicating with funders.
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Partnership working 
is an effective 
way to maximise 
organisational 
resources. The 
Evelyn Oldfield 
Unit has done so 
effectively many 
times but there were 
some moments in its 
journey where the 
art of partnership 
lost its balance and 
efforts were wasted. 
Tzeggai Yohannes 
Deres, Director

We have funding 
to help refuges and 
asylum seekers 
volunteer, and 
approached the 
local FE college to 
recruit people from 
language classes. 
A similar project 
operates in the West 
Midlands – refugees 
are very visible in 
local environmental 
improvement 
projects, so local 
communities have a 
very positive image 
of refugees helping 
to improve their 
local environment. 

BTCV in Scotland
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Summing up

by Tzeggai Yohannes Deres, Director, Evelyn Oldfield Unit

Rather than summarising all the discussions, I would like to highlight the discussion 

of concepts, and particularly the concept of ‘integration’. Does integration mean two 

groups coming from different sides and hoping to converge with each other? Or does 

it denote different islands where people are trying to create bridges of perception? Or 

is integration a process of taking society as a dynamic entity? Every society contains 

social movements and social development, so is it our understanding that there is a 

social dynamic within the wider society, which newcomers need to get involved in? 

After 18 years in this country, am I a member of the refugee community or of the 

host community? Or do I belong to a guest community? 

The Refugee Community Organisation sector is structured differently from the wider 

society. My volunteering experience has been that I was treated as contributing to 

my community, and therefore there was no need to bother about developing policies 

or professionalising voluntering. When I came, I used volunteering as a vehicle 

for understanding British society and a way of gaining experience that led me into 

employment. Today, I think there should be some kind of college of volunteering, 

which would help people reach certain goals or destinations.

The refugee communities are a reservoir of skills and experience and many of those 

people could be ambassadors – and a great resource – for social integration. I believe 

that integration is a conscious decision to create a healthy society where commonality 

is clearly understood and respected and diversity is appreciated and encouraged. 

For the process of integration we need people who can effectively facilitate by under-

standing both sides of the equation. Taking responsibility for creating a healthy, 

dynamic, vibrant society is a joint initiative – we have to create and take the opportu-

nities and meet the challenge. 
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The Evelyn Oldfield Unit will soon publish a volunteering handbook for Refugee Community Organisations.
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Active Communities Unit, Home Office

Acton Housing Association

Advice UK London Region

Afghan Association of London

Afghan Association Paiwand

African Refugee Association

African Women in Action

African Women’s Care

AHEAD

Barnet Refugee Service

Barrow Cadbury Trust

Brent Refugee Forum

Brighton & Hove Millennium Volunteers

British Red Cross, London

British Red Cross, S & W Wales

British Red Cross, Surrey

Bromley Refugee Network

Camden Refugee Network VAC

Camden Volunteer Bureau

CARA/EOU Refugee History Project

Central Manchester Primary Trust/MARIM

City Parochial Foundation

Clearsprings Management Ltd

Virginia Gorna, Community Consultant

Community Development Foundation

East London Somali Youth Welfare Centre/Employability

Eritrean Muslim Community Association

Genuine Empowerment of Women in Society

Hammersmith & Fulham Refugee Forum

Home Office (Independent Advisor)

Immigration and Nationality Directorate, Home Office

International Latin American ‘Prechild’ Foundation

Iraqi Community Association/EOU Refugee History Project

Islington Volunteer Centre

Kensington & Chelsea African & Commonwealth 
Association

Kensington & Chelsea Volunteer Bureau

Kent Refugee Support Group

Kurdish Association/EOU Refugee History Project

Kurdish Housing Association

Latin American Women’s Rights Service

London Metropolitan University

Merseyside Volunteer Bureau

MIND, Tower Hamlets

National Asylum Liaison Team

Newham Refugee Forum

Norwich Refugee Group

Notre Dame Refugee Centre

Off the Streets and into Work (OSW)

One World Foundation Africa

Peterborough HIV Support Services

Positively Women

RAAD

RAGU

RASA Advocacy Project

Refugee Action Kingston

Refugee Action Manchester

Refugee Action, Liverpool

Refugee Advice and Support Centre

Refugee Council

Refugee Council (Birmingham)

Refugee Housing Association

Refugee Women Training & Promotion Association

Renewal

Sainsbury Family Charitable Trusts

Salford Museum & Art Gallery

Salford Volunteer Bureau

Salusbury World

Save the Children

St Mary’s Hospital, Paddington

Swahili Cultural Association

Tamil Relief Centre/EOU Refugee History Project

Tandem Communications

The Arab Group in Hounslow and Suburbs

Timebank (Time Together)

Tudor Trust

Uganda Community Relief Association

Vietnamese Mental Health Association

Volunteering England

Volunteers Greenwich

WAND

Wandsworth Volunteer Bureau

West London Refugee Employment & Training

Westminster Volunteer Centre

Working Lives Institute (London Metropolitan University)

Yorkshire & Humberside Consortium for Asylum Seekers 
and Refugees

Zimbabwe Development Support Assoc

Znaniye Russian School
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